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MAINSTREAMING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
A SHARED PRO'i'ESSiONAL RESPONSIBILITY

Editor's Comments

Prior to passage of the 1975 Education for All Handicapped Children Act,
instruction of handicapped students was commonly considered to be the responsibility
of special educators. However; P.L. 94.1(12 clearly placed expectations relative to
educating the handicapped upon all educators.

Needless to say, many 'regular" educators are still reluctant to share this
responsibility. Likewise, many special edurators are finding it difficult '3 understand
the parameters of their responsibility vide: nis new rubric of expectations.

None of this is surprising. For, in attempting to meet the educational needs of
school-age youth, schools have ov !r the last forty years fostered a strong tradition of
separatism in services, personnel; and settings between regular and special education.
Emphasis has been placed upon creating environments which provide alternatives to
regular settings rather than recreating regular settings which accommodate for a
braoder range of individual differences. This tradition of separatism cannot easily or
quickly be displaced and one of shared professional responsibility established.
1\1-netheless, that is the challenge involved in providing education in the least
restrictive environment.

This issue of the OATE-OACTE Monograph deals with the problem of building
such a tradition. Stephens and Howard show how the tradition of separatism in the
schools has its roots in societal attitudes toward the handicapped but is now
weakening as society demonstrates more acceptance of differences. Secondary
schools, however, still maintain strong separatist tendencies. Specific ways in which
secondary schools can move toward 4 tradition of shared responsibility are
discussed.

Next. Reed proposes that a tradition of shared professional iosponsibility can be
promoted through transmitting a congruent Set of concepts and practices relating to
education of the handicapped in program% for the preparation of secondary teachers.
administrators, and supervisors: The role of counselors in building the new tradition is
then examined by Stibbe, Aldinger. and Baumann.

Finally, the issue closes with a provocative thesis. Watras suggests that the new
tradition may only reinforce a more dangerous type of separatism than presently exists
unless sufficient thought is given to what comprises good education.

Building a tradition of shared responsibility will not be accomplished quickly or
easily. Only when educators recognize that the education of all children is shaped by
the actions of all educators will the necessity for building this tradition be understood.
Only then will there be a possibility of affording equality of educational opportunity to
all the children of all the people.
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Teaching the Handicapped
in SecondarT Schools:

An Historical Perspective

Thomas M. Stephens and Vikki F. Howard

Thr OughdLit the struggle for free and appropriate education, the

handicapped were often rejected or segregated because, in order to meet
their needs. the educational system required radical changes. However;
as society became more accepting of differences, school programs for the
handicapped were developed within public school settings. Today regular
secondary teachers have important tasks to perform as members of the
mainstreaming team in providing a new freedom for many handicapped
students.

As the two Older special_ educators spoke, the younger person listened and tried-to
interpret into her belief system what was being said She thought, they are saying that

mainstreaming isn't working. Perhaps, the old way of speCial classes, special schools

and special programs was better. Why do they believe it is failing? But: can they ignore

how society has changed, how people are more accepting of human variations, of
eicceptiorialities? Why not give the new way a chance before condeming it. before

rejecting?
The listener and the speakers, while only years apart in ages. were an eon apart in

beliefs. For in only a few yews, our society has attained a more compassionate and

accepting view of those who are called handicapped. How did We arrive at this point?

And how can secondary teachers adapt to the needs of mainstreamed students? These

are the questions addressed in this paper:

ECONOMICS AND EDUCATION1

A revolution occurred in Britian during the mid 1700'S and eventually spread to the

rest of the civilized world. The Industrial Revolution was fueled by machines and
mechanical sources of power. With the rise of laissez-faire caotialism in the late 18th

and 19th centuries freedom was beeved to be critical for a successful industrial

economy.
Laissez-faire capitalism was based upon the mistaken assumption that with freeddrii

came equality and that the major barrier to freedom was governmental intrusion:
Thus. it was assumed._ by eliminating legal restrictions on activities of people and

industry. freedom would result. It did for some; but for others. freedom without
equality led to economic and social servitude.

Unbridled economic freedom during the Industrial Revolution destroyed the relative,
equality of artisans and peasants, shaping a society of rich and poor haves and have

1Portions of this section are adopted from: Stephens, Thomas M. Education of
exceptional children in perspective: Theory Into Practice. 1982, 21, 71-76.
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nots. The haves continued to press for freedoms, particularly those leading to more
economic gains; while the have nots were left with freedom but not equality.

In the United States. economic freedom expanded the distance between the rich
and the poor. requiring labor groups and child advocates to press for child labor laws
compulsory school attendance; and other means for assuring equality. By the early
20th century. all states had adopted compulsory school attendance laws. But free
public education for one class of children the handicapped would not be realized
fully until 1975.

Throughout the struggle for free and appropriate education, the handicapped_ were
often arhitrarily rejected or segregated, not because their educational needs could not
be met. but because in order to meet their needs, the educational system required
radical changes. In other instances; ignorance about the nature of handicapping
conditions served to suggest that many of these students were not educable.

Social Darwinism also contributed to the lack of attention to the handicapped. Its
proponents argued that natural selection should act freely on the human species and
that _government should do nothing to save the poor, weak, and helpless (Leahey,
1980)

Of course. the principles of Social Darwinism had great -appeal in our laissez-faire
capitalistic society (Hofstadter, 1955). The eugenics movement, growing out of Social
Darwinism influenced education _end social practices. Francis Galton, a prominent
19th century biblogist. argued that evolution should not be left solely to natural
selection. suggesting that heredity was the most important factor for both economic
and educational success (Pickens, 1968).

Some authorities advocated castration of instutionalized people (Wool and
Stephens. 1978). With selective breeding of humans for improving the species widely
accepted: states passed laws allowing judges to order sterilization of people who
supposedlv possessed heritable antisocial traits (Haller, 1963). From the 1920's to
abOut 1970, more than 70 thousand people across our country were sterlized for the
good of society".
Today, environmentalists and hereditarians still debate the nature-nurture issue with

extreme positions often held by both sides. Many tend to ignore the well-established
fact that seeking a one-to-one correspondence between genetic and cultural traits is
fruitless and that equality_of opportunity adds to the genetic potential of the human
species (Dobzhansky, 1962).

Educational History. Special education in the United States ;tatted with .leaf;
blind, crippled, and mentally retarded children. Jack W. Birch, an early advocat.' of
mainstreaming, describes that earlier era.

Birch (Stephens, 1979) noted that handicapped children were aggregated into
institutions. Specialists were assigned to provide training in basic academic skills, work
experiences; and self care preparation. Just prior and during World War I. public day
schools for the handicapped were started in the United States. Schools for the mentally
retarded existed in Chicago in 1900 and for "contumacious aggressors" in Hartford;
Connecticut in 1871. This group probably constituted what is presently referred to as
learning disabled and children with social and emotional problems.

At that time, children with social and emotional problems and those who were
mildly mentally retarded were considered overly aggressive -and troublemakers. Birch
(Stephens. 1979) _described the situation of the early 1900's in these terms:

They had a high nuisance value and... (they) didn't seem to get along very
well in terms of school learning...They had been left to run around in the
streets...So the school system had to do something about bringing them
together. I know that in 1915. some classes for retarded children were
started in my home city of Pittsburgh, and they had been started

2
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somewhat earlier than that in some other public schools, probably around

the turn of the Cintury. .Somejaeople became interested in the children
'hemselves during that tune. concerned people wh6 believed that these

different bothersome or disruptive ch.:it-en had a right to an education

and could becOine very useful and desirable citizens. These were
youngsters 1:01o, for one reason or another. were either being left out of

school or being separated off from school in special settings. Most people

felt that they were Some breed apart. It was hard to get profesjonal
people to think positively about such youngsters. much less state
legislators. But by the 1920:s. there was a change of heart in America: It

was; at that time. that the Council for Exceptional Children was started,

By the mid 1930's most states had special education legislation (pp. 1 and

21).
History of Mainstreaming. Separating children on the basis of handicapping

condition is an idea that has been with us for a long time The first "_separate- school fat

the handiCapped was established in 1859 in Germany (Wallin. 1924). Germany had a

0;Sterti of separate schools where normal, slow, and moderately and sever,21y

handicapped were each contained within separate school structures. In America, the

first separate public school for the handicapped was created in 1896 in Pi6Vidence.

R .1.
With the development of Binet's intelligence scale in the late 19th century. educators

began to look at individual differences as a means of separating students for differential

instruction (Wallin. 1924). The theory of differential instruction is based on two

assumptions: 1) individual differences exist among children'S abilities and 2) because

of these differences. specialized instruction is required. Special needs of "defective"

children, it was believed. could not be met in a normal classroom. For example, in

1916. Young wrote. The Board of Education do (sic) not care for special classes to be

held at existing schools. where there is a possibility of defective children mixing with the

normal ones (p.
In the 40'c arid 50'S, separate classrooms or facilities were the major fbrm of delivery

Of education to handicapped children (Stephens. BlackliiitSt. & Magliocca: 1982). But

even then, Loewy_ 11951) noted that nbrhi8liZ8tibri should be a goal in educating

retarded learnerS. Weber, in 1962 described integration as the existence of special

ClaSSrObinS Within the public school structure, where handicapped children would have

an opportunity to benefit from the available resources.
Beginning in the 1950's. a great deal of research was conducted to determine the

relative effectS of separate and integrated classrooms on handieapped children

(Stephens: Blackhurst. & Magliocca, 1982). As a result of this research. many scholars

concluded that the benefit of special classrooMS for mildly handicapped children was

at best, questionable. With the help of legislation, parent advocacy. and litigation.
mainstreaming hZ.s.5 been accelerated since these efficacy studies.

Legislative History. Public Law 94 142 and Section 504 of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act CUIMinated this century's drive for educational egualitY. These acts

greW fithri deep hiStotical roots extending back to the first World War. During that era:

governmental harrassment of pacifists and conscientious objectors resulted in

imprisonment and in some instances. deportation: In an eff )rt to counter such actions

Roger Balddri, a unique American: invented what was to become the single most

important civil rights organization. He founded the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU).
Along with Other groups, the ACLU won numerous court decisionS in favor ,-;f

citizen's rights. One of these was significant_for the future of public education Brown

u. the Board of Education. This landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision struck down.
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equal but separate racially segregated schools in 1954. requiring states and school
districts to desegregate public sch,)ols.

As a result of the Brov.n decision, legislation for other minority groups, such as the
handicapped, was accelerated. Thus, basic liberty a free and appropriate education
for all children grew out of the many early actions of the ACLU and its founder Roger
Baldwin. A pattern of federal ,appropriations for funding began with the passage of the
Cooperative Research Act in 1954 (a response_ to the Soviet's Sputnik). However; it
.k..as not until 1965 that Federal support for the handicapped became established.
when Congress passed the Elementary and Secondary Education At (ESEA). Also in
196, P.L. 89-313 passed amending Title I of ESEA and establishing grant:, to states
for providing free ..?ducation to the handicapped. ESEA was again amended in 1966.
1967 1968. and 1969 to increase the scope of services for programs for the
handicapped which were supported through Federal funds (LaVor 1976):

In 1973, Congress passed the Vocational Rehabilitation Act (P.L. 93-112). Section
504 of that Act prohibits any agency that receives Federal funds from discriminating
against persons on the basis of mental or physical disabilities. (Martin, 1976)

ESEA was again amended in 1974 when the Federal Congress passed P.L. 93-380:
This new amendment was remarkable in its provision_ for due process rights for
handi -apoed children and their families, and the first legislative assurance of education
for handicapped children in the least restrictive environment: In -addition, P:L: 93-380
required each state to develop a plan for educational services for all handicapped
Children

P. L: 94-142 was a refinement of previous legislative acts. Termed The Education for
Ali Handicapped Childrens' Act. it is notable because of the financial commitment
made by Congress with an indefinite timeline, evidence that Congress intended for the
mandates to be permanent.

Mainstreaming is an outcome of the phrase "least restrictive e ::vironment :" As
stated in both P.L. 93 380 and 94_-142. _"handicapped students should 5e educated to
the inaximum extent possible with nonhandicapped students." However, even with
legislation. achieving least restrictive environments for handicapped children has been
frustrated. Extensive litigation has occurred in an attempt to interpret Congress' intent.
E3ut the outcome of such court cases has failed to provide educators and parents with a
definite solution to the required "appropriate placement:7

Norris D. Massachusetts Board of Education and Colin K. ID: Schmidt were twc court
cases involving mair,treaming. As a result of the litigation. three _severe learning
disabled students were sent to private schiCiok after deciding in both cases that the
regular classrooms were to restrictive.

In another case. Springdale School District '150 of Washington County v. Grace: a
decision was made in favor of mainstreaming. The parents of_a deaf child successfully
challenged the school district's decision to place Sherry Grace in a residential school. In
a similar case: Harrell u: Wilson County Schools (1982), the parents of a hearing
impaired _child wanted placement of their son in a private school. Again, the court
ruled in favor of placement in the regular classroom with support services for the
student:

Ohio's Regulations. Ohio s rules are in compliance with the regulations of
(14:1112, providing for a continuum of services to meet the mandate for "least restrictive
environment.- School r<: Nees ranT-, from regular classrooms placement to home
instruction.

The State of Ohio's rules require edUcational personnel to consider mainstreaming
view of potentially harmful effects on the child and the quality of education that will

be provic _d. Each placement is reviewed and determined annually with the decision
verified on the students individualized education program (IEP) . When a handicapped
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student is placed in a regular classroom. the regular classroom teacher is required to

provide that student with modified instruction similar to that provided to a

nonharidicapped student

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL MAINSTREAMING

For, with all of his troubles, he was a very pleasant; honest, open child.

Had the Schbc' and state together taken any proper thought or care fOr his

well-being, 1 at I convinced that he would not today be caught up on the

trap of fear and sickness but that he would be able to share no matter with
how many reservations, in the blessings that are taken for granted by most

children. (KoZtil. 1967, p. 122)

Jan-Alban KOZbL in Death At An Early Age, was describing Stephen, a black fourth

grader who had been placed in various foster homes and who was; from Kozol's

description of his behavior, probably emotionally disturbed. Without proper support

serviceS, a regular class placement for Stephen seemed inappropriate. Certainly, by

high school, his continued placement in regular classes without special services would

be problematic.
AcaderniC casualties among handicapped students are common at the high SCtibbl

levels when there are inadequate special education services, or where the elementary

schools provide poor early identification services. By contrast. when a continuum of

special education services is available through the early school years, handicapped

s:UdentS in high schools with supplementary services are more likely to be successful

learners.
A continuum of services is represented by a range of placement and special

instruction. These provisions are administratively developed. At the secondary Sc;i661

levels, the placement options for mildly handicapped students should consist of regular

classes with some provisions for special services such as tutoring resource room

instructions, and work/school opportunities.
Placement of handicapped students in regular classes should take into consideration

students' performances in that subject. As a, rule, we recommend that their daily
achievement should be at least average in the Mainstreamed subject: In addition,
placement should be considered in light of the students' educational goals. BrandiS and

Halliwell (1980) found that many mainstreamed students had study hall assignments.

Such schedules for handicapped students are inconsistent with their educational goals.

They should not be placed in college preparatory programs where independent study
habits are required. Instead, their study time should be in conjunction with resource

room instruction or in other supportive instructional arrangements.
Regular class teachers and special teacherS should have frequent communications

about mainstreamed students'dailyprogress. In this way, they can anticipate learning

difficUltieS and provide needed assistance rather than waiting until students are mired

in learning problems.
Teachars' Attitudes. Teaching is a mixture of scientific knowledge and htinian

understanding. Sometimes, those teachers who cave_ about studentS develop jaded

attitudes from their overcaring. As -a result, their attitudes become negative. In a 1979

study (Stephens & Braun), 865 regular classroom teachers were asked abodt

integrating handicapped students into classes: Sixty-two per cent of the Ian-nary grade

teacherS, 66 per tent of intermediate grade teachers, and 51 per tent of junior high

teachers indicated that they would help integrate handicapped students _into their

classes. Their favorable attitudes were related to five factors: Self confidenCe in
teaching the handicapped; their belief that such students are capable of becoming

5
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useful members of society; their beliefs that public schools should educate the
handicapped: their present grade level of teaching: and the number of special
education courses they had taken.

In another study of 32 primary grade teachers in New Zealand (Smart, Wilton and
Keeling. 1980), half of them were willing to maintain handicapped children in their
classes because they believed they could teach low ability children._

Published studies have not addressed senior high school teachers attitudes towards
the handicapped. It is likely that less than 50 per cent would report favorable attitudes
about mainstreaming handicapped students for several reasons. First, high school
teachers_tend to be oriented toward content subjects. Second, grading practices tike
on significant value at that level. Third, as students learn, their range of individual
performance within groups become greater. creating significant instructional problems
For example, a range of 12 or more years is often found among 15 or 16 year olds.
That variance is less likely to be found among younger children.

Problems of individual differences cannot be dismissed lightly: While teachers may
recognize significant differences within their classes; they are often uncertain as to how
to address these differences. School administrators must recognize this problem of
individualizinl instruction at secondary grade levels through their allocation of funds
recognizing that differentiated programs are costly: Supportive instructional services for
teachers and _students are_ alw_ays_necessary for effective mainstreaming programs.

Social Ad ustment Needs. Supplementary services to mainstreamed high schbol
school students generally focus on helping students meet academic criteria with less
effort on preparing students for the social environment in regular classes (Lipson _Sc
Alden, 1983). Because mainstreamed students are often unable to cope within the
social context of the regular class, they may end up back in the self-contained
classroom, despite academic competence:

Lipson and Alden suggest a twofacet.approach. First, the regular classroom teacher
should receive information regarding the behavioral characteristics of the incoming
student. A second component requires the resource room teacher to take the
responsibility for social and behavioral instruction before mainstreaming occurs.

Others have also suggested techniques which may help the mainstreamed student
adjust socially. Brandis and Halliwell (1980) recommend greater emphasis on
extracurricular activities such as clubs and sports. A "buddy system" pairing
mainstreamed students with more competent students, has been used effectively by
Scott (1977). Scott also established behavioral contracts between students and
classroom teachers. He recommends that the mainstreamed secondary student be
placed in a regular homeroom so that the student can develop a sense of belonging.

The regular classroom teacher is central to the success of mainstreaming. Wheeler
and Finley (1980) suggest that the resource room teacher make a "match" between the
mainstreamed student and the regular education teacher before the student is placed.
Once the student is irstalled in the regular classroom, however, it is up to the teacher
to make adjustments. The teacher can start by giving the new student responsibilities
similar to other students (Scott. 1977): But care must be exercised so that the
mainstreamed student not be set up for failure and humilitation. For example, activities
such as word games or chalkboard exercises are likely to spell failure for the new
student.

Other Suggestions: Swanson (1981) also provides some ideas for classroom
teachers. These include high interest-low reading level texts, providing directions hojl
aurally and written, audio visual supplements, individual pacing, minimal written
work, and extra credit for promptness. Riegel (1983) suggests: study guides: take
home exams; presentations in small groups. as opposed to class presentations: extra
practice; extended due dates; and grading on individual progress and effort, rather
than grading on a fixed norm. Of course, each of these suggestions must be matched
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to the individual mainstreamed student's needs, alwaYs providing the least restrictive

op-poi*unities.
In their book, StephehS. Blackhurst and Magliocca (1982) suggest that main-

streaming teachers can be most effective if they have a knowledge of the history and

philosophy of mainstreaming. The background should inchide an understanding of

least restrictive environment, Federal legislation,roleof parents. a working definition

of mainstreaming and its research base, and finally. the legal rights of mainstreamed

students.
Resource room teachers have a huge investment in the success of mainstreamed

students. As already mentioned, they must prepare students to meet minimal

academic and behavioral standards: Additionally; the resource teacher must work
cooperatively with the classroom_teacher to assure a receptive environment for the
new student (Lipson & Alden, 1983; Riegel. 1983; Skirt, 1977: and Wheeler and
Finley. 1980). Wheelet and Finley (1980) suggest that the special education teacher

proVide all necessary information (e.g. evaluations, IEP) prior to placement, familiarize

the classroom teacher with the resources available, and initiate communications on an
individual basis. ScOtt (1977) further recommends that resource teachers provide

backup services for the student the two teachers must she the responsibility.
The mainstreaming process must include the parents of the student to be integrated

(Stephens, Blackhurst & Magliocca, 1982). Parental participation must occur. not

simply in the legally required planning process of I@P development, but also in the
implementation phase: Scott (1977) used a unique approach- to facilitate parental
involvement. Initially, a school representative made a home visit to discuss the process

with the parents. Later, community cluster meetings were held in a designated parent's

home. Community meetings provided a medium for parent training in order to
facilitate the mainstreaming process at home. Finally, parents were encouraged to

attend school activities, to attend individual conferences with either or both teachers,

and to observe their children in classrooms.

SUMMARY

In secondary schools; regular class teachers have important tasks to perform as

members of the mainstreaming team. Their dedication to principles of equal

opportunity for all people coupled with specific cooperative activities can help provide

a new freedom for many handicapped students. The edtication and economic history

of the United States contributed to the movement towards equal educational
opportunities for handicapped people: As our Society became more accepting of
differenCeS. school programs for the handicapped were developed withih public school

settings.
Recent legislation and judicial decisions brought mainstrearning efforts to their

present status. Now, secondary teachers have opportunities to fulfill long sought goals

of special educators: In order to be successful, cooperation from both special and

regular classroom teachers along With Parents and adtninistrators, is essential.
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Preparing Regular Secondary
Personnel To Help Make

Mainstreaming Work

Patricia L. Reed

Contextual characteristics of secondary schools typically Make them less
supportive than elementary schools of the inclusion of handicapped
Students in regular classes. One major impediment continues to be the
unwillingness and inability of regular educators to work with students
whose characterisacs and behavior deviate from generalized norms.
Attempts to alleviate this problem through improving personnel
Preparation have as yet resulted in minimal changes in the training of
regular secondary teachers and even less in the preparation Of secondary
administrators and supervisors. Collaborative efforts on the part of
teacher educators to bring about concurrent modifications in the
preparation of all secondary personnel are essential to mediate certain of
the conditions that prevent mainstreaming from working at the secondary
level.

Nearly a decade has passed since the U.S. Congress through enactment of Public

Law 94-142 clearly and firmly established a preference for regular classroom
placement of handicapped children. Throughout that decade there were repeated
attempts by various constituencies to revoke or substantially modify the national
posture of educational integration of the handicapped. However, the federal statutory
language remains in tact and the U.S. Department of Education has indicated it will not
pursue any further revisions of the regulations (Administration now plans to retain
special education rules; Will says; 1983). By law, handicapped children have the right
to full educational opportunity through a free and appropriate education in the least

restrictive environment.
Inclusion of handicapped students in regular classrooms on a part- or full-time basis

is by no means a new concept in education (Birch, 1974). However, since passage of
the federal legislation more and more schools across the nation are demonstrating that

such integration can be accomplished so that both the handicapped and their peers
benefit academically and socially._ In many schools, the inclusion of handicapped
children within the mainstream of public education is not, as its critics decry; an
unrealiStic demand beyond the power of 9:hools to meet: In these schools, integration
Of the handicapped has not further eroded the quality of schooling. AS one writer
observed; it is meaningless to continue asking the question, Does mainstreaming
work? It is time to concentrate upon the conditions that prevent mainstreaming from

working and how they can be overcome (P'7,-02dari, 1983).

THE CONDITIONS

One of the major impediments to the integration of handicapped students within
regular classroornS continues to be the unwillingness and/or inability of many regular
teaChert to work with students whose characteristics or behavior deviate from
generalUed norms. Typically this problem is more evident in secondary than
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elementary schools (Corder, 1981; Jones et. al., 1981). In secondary schools
particularly, traditional concepts of staff roles and responsibilities, organizational
patterns, curricular structure. and differences of goal emphasis pose major barriers to
the implementation of effective mainstreaming practices. At the secondary level
interventions designed to address individual needs decrease significantly in

comparison to lower levels. Students are more firmly locked into predetermined ability
groups as they progress through successive levels of schooling. And at higher levels
there is a steady decline in the use of teacher praise and support for learning. use of
corrective guidance, range and variety of pedagogical techniques, and participation by
students in dc.armining the daily conduct of their education (Good lad, 1984).

Compounding these contextual characteristics are current issues of school funding,
teacher salaries, declining enrollments, reductions in program and staff, and general
public dissatisfaction with the quality of schooling in general.

Secondary schools are thus complex ecosystems which adapt yet maintain strong
regularities. That major restructuring may be necessary to change many of the
conditions which now characterize schooling has thus been argued and supported with
a substantial body_of evidence f_Boyer, 1983; Good lad, 1984; National Commission
on Excellence. 1983; Sizer, 1984). But there is also evidence to indicate that some of
the conditions that prevent mainstreaming from working in many secondary schools
can be mediated without waiting for widespread educational reform.

A considerable body of research shows a predictive relationship between the
behavior of school personnel and students' educational progress (Soar and Soar,
1983; Walberg and Waxman; 1983). Admittedly, a less substantial research base
points to a similar relationship between the preparation of school personnel and their
subsequent professional practices. However, the absence of definitive evidence to the
contrary makes it inappropriate to absolve those engaged in preparing school
practitioners of all responsibility for the conditions that prevent mainstreaming from
working. Rather. there is reason to continue to believe that changes in the preparation
of schocl personnel can mediate certain of these conditions.

MEDIATING THE CONDITIONS NATIONALLY

Improving the Preparation of Regular Educators. That translation of the
national policy of including handicapped children in the mainstream of public
education would require attention to the preparation of school personnel was an
assumption made early on by framers of the federal legislation. To provide incentives
for colleges and universities to address this concern, a substantial amount of federal
dollars were made available to support personnel preparation programs. Although
funding policies initially were aimed almost entirely toward increasing the quantity and
quality of special educators, passage of P.L. 94-142 led to the inclusion of regular
education in funding initiatives.

States also used funding incentives to facilitate improvement in the preparation of
regular educators. MC/3t adopted i,tandards requiring training for working with
handicapped as a condition of certification in regular teaching fields and/or mandated
that colleges and universities give attention to such concerns to maintain approval to
prepare teachers.

Professional organizations concerned with school personnel preparation attempted
to stimulate thinking and action which would result in curricular modifications within
teacher education institutions. In 1978 the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education urged schools. colleges, and departments of education to adopt
new perspectives toward education of the handicapped ( AACTE. 1978). Two years
later ACCTE supported the publication of a second paper which identified ten
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common, competency clusters considered essential to the preparation of regular

ta-cheit for working with the handicapped (Reynolds, et. al., 1980); That same year

the Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher Education were modified to inchide the

requirement that "professional education programs...prepare all school perSOnnel to

contribUte to the education of exceptional learrierS (National Council for the

Attreditation of Teacher Education, 1980. p. 15).
Secondary Personnel Pieparatlon. Following passage of Public LaW 94-142.

both governmental agencies and professional organizations used their authority and

inflUence to effect changes in the preparation of all regular educators; However, in

resultant policies and practices, much more emphasis was placed upon the training Of

elementary than secondary teachers. Preparation programs for administrative and

supervisory personnel were relatively unaffected.
For example, most of the Deans' Grants Projects funded under regular education

grants awarded by the_U.S. DePartrfient Of Education emphasized concerns relating to

teaching handicapped elementary age students (National Support Systems Project;

1980; 1981; 1982). As of 1982 only fourteen states specified courses/competencies

in exceptionally /mainstreaming as a requirement for secondary teacher certification

(Weible and Dumas, 1982). A study of a random sample of individuals who began

teaching in Virginia in the 1979-1981 school years indicated that a higher proportion

of elementary teachers reported attention to topics to teaching the

handicapped in their preservice program than did secondary teachers (Blair, 1983).

Even research relating to mainstreaming typically focused upon poptilations of

elementary pupils, programs; and/or teachers (See, for example; Corman and

Gottlieb. 1979).
Modifications relating to programs of preparation for secondary administratcy..s and

supervisors were even less evident: Although guidelines for federal grants encouraged

the infilSiOn of special education content into traditional undergraduate or graduate

curricula" (U.S.D.E,. 1981. p. 23), projects typically focused upon undergraduate

programs, i.e., teacher preparation (NSSP; 1980; 1981; 1982). Revisions in state

certificationrequirements almost without exception applied to instructional personnel.

The revised NCATE Standards omitted any reference to the need for attention to

education of exceptional learrierS in requirements for advanced prograMS (NCATE,

1980).
Delivery of services to handicapped children and youth as specified in federal

regulations clearly calls for broad -based involvement and shared decision-Makii,g

among school personnel as well as parents and students (when appropriate): Findings

of researchers who have examined the training of administrative and supervisory

petsonnel indicate that improved preParation in these fields is crucial to attainment of

quality education for the handicapped: For example. Herda concluded that if

placement in a regular class is to be the best available alternative for certain

handicapped children; school administrators' and supervisors' training must be given

serious attention (1980). Crisi's comprehensive review of research relating to

competencies necessary for successfully mainstreaming handicapped students led to a

similar conclusion (1980): To assume that it is possible to mediate certain of the

contextual conditions that inhibit effective Mainstreaming by modifying the preparation

of those seeking to become teachers without concurrently modifying the preparationof

those seeking to become administrators and supervisors thus appears to be a serious

fallacy.
Essential knowledge and Practices: As governmental agencies, profeSSional

organizations, and collegeS and universities concerned_ themselves with the problem of

preparing regular school personnel who could facilitate appropriate inclusion of

handicapped children in regular classes, no common answer emerged to a most
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fundamental question. What concepts, beliefs and preferred l-iehaviors are essential to
preparing regular educators for their roles and associated responsibilities in educating
the handicapped? In fact, it appears that in many instances the question was not
addressed. Rather, another concern seemed uppermost. What changes will meet
requirements of the federal mandate?

As mentioned previously, guidelines established for federal grants pointed to the
need for "infusion of special education content" into both undergraduate and graduate
curricula. However, these guidelines gave no clue as to the specific nature of that
content or of the knowledge or competencies to be acquired. Analysis of expectations
inherent in Public Law 94-142 did lead some teacher educators to propose that ten
"competency clusters" serve as the basis for redesigning all teacher education curricula
(Reynolds, et. al., 1980). Resultantly, program developers in some institutions used or
adapted this model in selecting and organizing content and activities to be Included in
the preservice training of regular teachers. Likewise, some states followed a similar
approach in formulating requirements for teacher certification. For example,_in 1980
the Pennsylvania Department of Education mandated that all persons applying for
teaching and instructional certificates in any area of education (including counselors
and supervisors) demonstrate ten generic competencies dealing with education of the
handicapped (Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1980).

In general. however. it was more common for programs and/or state requirements
to indicate broad topics to be addressed through professional education coursework
(e.;., P.L. 94-142, characteristics of handicapped children, due process, etc.) than to
identify any body of professional knowledge or set of capabilities considered essential
to promoting effective school practices in educating handicapped children in regular
settings.

Progress and Limitations. Efforts to translate the national policy of educational
inclusion of the handicapped into effective educational practice have demonstrated
that personnel preparation is regarded as a key variable in mediating the conditions
that inhibit mainstreaming, Furthermore, the preparation of regular educators has been
recognized as being crucial to successful mainstreaming.

Nonetheless, during the past decade limited progress has been made in modifying
the preparation of regular secondary school personnel and even less in the preparation
of administrators and supervisors. Also lacking is e ny commonly held understanding as
to the body of knowledge, beliefs. and preferred behaviors which, when transmitted to
regular secondary personnel. will foster development of the conditions necessary to
make mainstreaming work.

MEDIATING THE CONDITIONS IN OHIO

Improving the Preparation of Regular Educators. In Ohio, as across the
nation, preparation of school personnel is considered instrumental to effecting
appi-opr:ite integration of handicapped and nonhandicapped students within the
school.,

That regular educators are instrumental to providing least restrictive environments
for handicapped students in Ohio schools is evident from_ needs identified in the
1981-1983 revisions of Ohio's Comprehensive System for Personnel Development:
These included:

Developing and maintaining cooperative teaching between regular
and special teachers:

Strategies for general education and resource teachers in working
together;
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Identification of characteristics of handicapped children for regular
teachers (Ohio Department of Education, 1981).

That developing regular edircatiarS' will and skill to crake mainstreaming work

continues to ob-e a Major priority in Ohio is clearly iudicated from the 1984 "InitiatiVei in

Stied& Education" formulated through broad-based input by educators and parents

throughout the state. These h Litiatives are directed toward five goals, one of which is to

"improve the effectiveness of regular education personnel who are serving

handicapped children by providing systematic educational opportunitieS at the pre-

and inservice levels:" They specify educational needs of piidtioals and supervisors as

well as regular teachers. Additicirially they call for the need to "coordinate with
preservice institutions the provision of effective educational opportunities based upon
demonstrated competency need" and _to "foster the deVelopinent of a common
language among educators" (New, 1983).

In Ohio, development of programs and curricula relating to education of the
handicapped is a cooperative function of teacher training instittions_!and the Ohio

Division of Special Education (Ohio Department of Education, 1981). in 1977. a
Deans' Ta-k Force_for PersonnelPreparatiOn fOr the Handicapped was established to
facilitate planning betIVeen the State and colleges and universities. This Task Force

immediately begaii to address the need for modifications in per-Si:MI-rel preparation

called for by federal and state legislation. Among other activities, the Task Force

encouraged and assisted teacher education institutions in modifying their program for
regular educators by providing funds to support faculty and curriculum c evelop me nt

Projects carried out with these funds; lik^ those supported by federal agencreS, tended

to focus upon the preparation of elementary teachers with less attention given to the
training of secondary teacherS and relatioely none given to the preparation of
administrative or supervisory personnel.

Additionally; the Ohio Department of 'Et.ucation,_ in cooperation with the Deans'
Task Force; develop,d guidelines to be used in determining if teacher education

institutions are in compliance with the Mandates of P.L. 94-142 and Chapter 3323 of

the Ohio Revised Code. Determination of each institution's compliance was Made Part

of the on -site evaluation conducted once during each five -year period. These
guidelines require that prograMS f-cir pre Service teachers provide opportunity for

students to:

Become aware of school and community resource and service

delivery systems:

Know characteristics of students with handicaps and the needs of

those studenus in the least restrictive etivironments:

Know how to participate in educations! assessments, how to
specify goals and objectives, and how to use education support
services: and

now the process Of consultation with parents at each step of the
identification; evaluation, placement in an appropriate setting, and

educational planning (Lasley and LeVstik, 1980).

Other than the requirement that the reacher education curriculum reflect human

relations concerns related to "working effectively with students regardless

of...excePtiorially not requiring a full-time sPecialized_environment," Ohio

for Approurtng colleges or Universities Preperring 'Teachers made no mention of

preparation for working with the handicapped (Ohio Department of Education, 1975).
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However, to maintain their eligibility for :supplemental funds provided by the State to
assist teacher education. Ohio teacher education institutions were expected to have on
file with the Department descriptions of how their teacher education programs address
education of the haridiCapped.

Unlike many states, Ohio standards for certification in regular teaching or
supervisory fields have not been revised to include any specific requirement pertaining
to education of handicapped stUdents. Nor do the newly adopted requirements for
administrative certification contain any such references.

No funding incentives have been provided to encourage revisions in
administrative/supervisory programs; no guidelines exist for determining if institution's
programs in these areas addresS concerns relating to education of the handicapped.
and State standards for approving advanced programs (administrative; supervisory,
and pupil personnel) include no stipulation regarding such matters.

Results of a recent 51udy of "Efforts Within Ohio's Teacher Preparation Institutions to
InCdtpb:-ate P.L.. 94 142 Provisions Within Pre-Service Programs" did verify that
substantial curricular revisions had been made in preparing regular teachers for
working with handicapped students. However, the report cited several deficiencies
relating to the types of opportunities provided students:

A sizable number of colleges (15-20%) did not teach regular
teacher education students about community resources and
services for the handicapped;

There tended to be a lack of formal arrangements to insure that
teacher education students would encounter handicapped students
in their field experiences;

Overall, regular teacher education students tended to be informed
about lEPs but there was little experience in writing IEPs or
preparing them in cooperation with other staff members;

Typical college delivery systems of lecture and discussion, and
assessment through testing, were predominant in preparing teacher
education students for instructing exceptional children ((22 ogus, et.
al.. 1982).

Furthermore; of twenty institutions reviewed during the first two years of the current
five-year cycle of evaluations of teacher education institutions, one=fbUith did not
satisfactorily meet the guidelines relating to preparing preservice teachers (Hemtschel.
1983).

No comparable evaluations of programs for administrators and supervisors are
available.

Seondary Personnel Preparation. That many regular secondary personnel in
Ohio yet lack the will and skill to make mainstreaming work is indicated by results of a
recent survey of Ohio secondary_ school administrators. Of fifty-three respondents
(representing 23 high schbols. 26 junior high and middle schools, and 4 joint
vocational schools). 51% considered their faculty unable to meet the needs of
handicapped students in their buildings. Furthermore, 30% viewed their staffs as
opposed to mainstreaming students; that same percent attributed this opposition to
Staff being -Unqualified" to work with handicapped students (Chambers; 1983).
UnfortunP.tely this study was not designed to elicit data_regarding administrators' will
and skill to make mainstreaming work. However, if a significant proportion of
secondary SChbol faci.:Ity are opposed or unable to meet handicapped students' needs;
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it follows that administrators also may not have the commitment or capabilities
necessary to mediate certain of the organizational. scheduling, human telatiOnS. and

curricular problems which contribute to faculty's opposition and lack of ability to work

with handicapped students:
Since findings from the "Effects" study and the on-site evaluations are not program-

specific. they do not indicate to what extent deficiencies exist in secondary as
compared to other teacher preparation fields. However.matiyOhio teacher educators

seem to recognize that their programs do not yet adequately prepare regular secondary
per5OriM to share responsibility for educating the handicapped. A re-cent

survey of needs and practices in twenty institutions preparing secondary personnel
indicated that headS of teacher education and/or their designates generally viewed
their own secondary programs as "marginal'. in preparing graduates to contribute to
the education of handicapped students. On a nihelpoint scale (1:3 The program is
deficient ... ; 4-6 The program is marginal: 7 -9 The program is effective: ::);

respondents' Mean scores were 5.8 for secondary teacher education programs and 5.2
for administrative /sepervisory program. Rankings ranged from 3 to_ 8 for teacher

preparation and from 2 to 7 for administrative/supervisory programs (Reed. 1983):

In terms of needs relating to the improvement of secondary personnel preparation,
responses fvr secondary teacher preparation differed significantly from those for
administrator and supervisory preparation. (See Table 1.1
AS Was 0..:pectedhigh-level needs for advanced programs reflected typeS of concerns

which typically precede program modification while those identified for teacher
preparation are more representative of needs that gain in importance once the

commitment to change is made and specific revisions are being formulated (Reed,

1983) :
Defining Essential Knowledge and Practices: In Ohio: as across the nation

there haS been no common answer to the question. What concepts. beliefs and

preferred behaviors are essential to preparing regular educators for their toles and

responsibilities in educating the handicapped?
State guidelines pertaining to compliance with P.L. 94-142 delineate four types of

opportunities whii-.h must be provided in teacher training. They do not require that

institutions state specific program objectives or that graduates demonstrate a specified

body of knowledge or set of competencies to education of the handicapped.

Nor do certification standards give attention to this concern., Thus institutions have
considerable latitude with respect to the selection and organization of curricular content

within teacher education programs and even more within advanced programs.

Program fdirriats on file in the Division of Teacher Education and Certification office

provide little information regarding desired program outcomes or the nature of course

content at id activities relating to education of the handicapped. They do indicate :hat a

large majority of institutions integrate attention to education of the handicapped within
sequence Of regular education coursework required in the secondary teacher training

program. Two institutions reported using special education coursework only: Ten
reported requiring special education courses but also infusing attention to the
handicaPPed in other coursework. The remainder used integration of content in

regular education coursework exclusively.
Types of courses most frequently listed as including objectives and content relating

to the handicapped were introductory seminars and field experiences: educational
psychology or human growth and development: social and philosophical foundations

or education. and methods or curriculum. Less frequently mentioned were reading

courses and only infrequently assessment/evaluation courses or student teaching.

That course integration is the most common cutricular approach used in Ohio's
teacher -education programs was verified by -the "Effects'. study. Findings of this study

indicated that approximately 30% of the colleges used a direct structures format (i.e.,
15



had separate courses specifically dealing with the handicapped and their instruction)
and the remainder used indirect structure (i.e., courses that contained specific
subcomponents focused on instruction of the handicapped) (Rogus, et. al., 1983).

TABLE 1

Needs Relating to Improving the Effectiveness of Secondary
Personnel Programs in Preparing Graduates to Contribute

.o Education of Handicapped Students

Need
Programs for

Teachersb

Ranka
Programs for
Supervisorsc

Programs for
Princit also

Administrative support/
leadership 10 8 7

Collaboration between regular
and special education faculty 5 5.5

Curricular design presently
Used 6 7 5.5

Delineation of the knowledge
based relating to education
of handicapped secondary
students

Departmer tal, school/college
priorities 8 2

Faculty attitude 4:5 1 1

Faculty knowledge/skill 4

Field /practicuni experience 4.5 9 9

Requirements for certification

Resources (computer programs,
modules, video tapes, etc.)
to support program
implementation 3 10 10

°Highest need = 1
bBased on responses from twenty institutions preparing secondary teachers
cBased on responses from eight institutions preparing secondary supervisors and

administrators
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No descriptions of how programs for administrators and supervisors address

concerns relating to inclusion of the handicapped in regular settings are filed in the
Division office. Nor did the "Effects" study examine these programs. However, results

of the study of institutional needs and practices in secondary preparation cited earlier

indicated that programs for administrators and supervisors also upon the course

integration approach. Of the institutions sampled, not one reportea Lequiring a special

education course in the preparation of administrators or regular secondary supervisors

(Reed, 1983).
When course infusion is used as a curricular model_ omissions or insufficient

attention to certain concepts or capabilities often results. For example, the study of
Virginia regular elementary and secondary teachers indicated that those who had
completed courses in special education reported the inclusion of certain topics relating
to education of the handicapped more often than those who had completed only
regular education courses which contained particular subcomponents relating to
education of the handicapped. However, this study also revealed that certain topics

tended to be erriphased and others less emphasized regardless of curricular design.
Topics more frequently included were the rationale for mainstreaming, characteristics
ot handicapped learners, Public Law 94-142, and IEPs. Those less frequently reported

as being included were developing learning activities for the handicapped, selecting
instructional materials, identification procedures, and working with parents (Blair,
1983) . Results of the evaluation of Ohio's teacher education programs points to similar
types of omissions (Bogus, et. al., 1982). Findings of both studies suggest a lack of

clear delineation of desired overall program outcomes.
Without identification of the essential knowledge or competency to be furthered by

coursework, selection and sequencing of course objectives. content, and activities

becomes more random than systematic. Omissions or inadequate emphasis upon
certain content such as that described above thus may characterize program effects.

Lack of delineation of any agreed upon set of concepts; beliefs, and preferred
behaviors considered fundarr intal to preparing secondary personnel for their roles in
educating handicapping students maces it even more difficult to obtain consistent

effects in the performance of those individuals in schc. ! settings.

Again, it appears that this problem is recognized by persons responsible for
preparing secondary teachers. As can be noted in Table I, the need given highest

priority in secondary teacher preparation was "delineation of the knowledge base
relating to education of handicapped students." This need was ranked lower,

however, for supervisor preparation and significantly lower for administrator

preparation. Again, these differences suggest that programs fOr supervisors and
administrators have as yet been less affected by concerns relating to educational

integration of the handicapped.
Progress and Limitations.; As is the case nationally, Ohio's efforts to prepare

regular educators to mediate the conclulons that prevent mainstreaming from working

have brought about substantial revisions in teacher preparation curricula. However,

there is considerable evidence to indicate that programs for preparing, secondary

teachers do not yet adequately promote graduates' will and skill to make
mainstreaming work. Furthermore, there has b-een very minimal attention to this

concern in preparing secondary administrators and supervisors. And as at the national

level, there is a lack of consensus with respect to essential program outcomes relating

to education of the handicapped.

SUMMARY

The problems of providing handicapped students an appropriate education in the
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least restrictive environment are even more complex at the secondary than_ at the
elementary level: In both settings, however. regular educators may inhibit the effective
inclusion of handicapped students in regular settings if they lack either the will or skin to
make mainstreaming work.

Over the _:ecade since adoption of The Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, considerable progress has been made in preparing regular teac':ers to share
responsibility for education of the handicapped. 'iowever. less progress has been
made in secondary teacher preparation _and very little attention has been directed
toward the preparation of secondary administrators and supervisors. Additionally.
there has been insufficient attenvon to identifying any common body of knowledge or
preferred behaviors which are deemed essential to prepare secondary personnel to act
collectively in promoting progress of handicapped students. Such is both the state of
the nation and the state of the State.

If personnel preparation is to be a significant variable in mediating the conditions
which prevent mainstreaming from working in secondary schools, those responsible
for programs of preparation for teachers, administrators. and supervisors must work
collaboratively to:

(1) Identify the essential and congruent professional concepts and practices
relating to education of handicapped secondary students which are
deemed instrumental to promoting regular educators' collective will and
skill to make mainstreaming work: and

12) Plan and carry ow strategies to effect concurrent revisions in the
preparation of regular secondary teachers. administrators and supervisors
to assure transmission of thk:=t essential and cor iruent and practices

Consider the implications for the State of Ohio alone. For the 1983-86 years thk
ar,nual__productivity of teachers certificated in grades 7-12 is estimated to be
(Ohio Depanmerit of F-- _lucation. 1982). In 1982 the State issued or renewed 1.427
high sthool principal and 87G standard secondary supervisor certificates fLasley.
1983).

What if professional coursewort( required for issuing or renewing these certificates
truly fostered the will and skill of 3,826 secondary educators to make mainstreaming
work? Would that make a difference?
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The Role of Counselors in
Implementing P.L. 94-142

Mary Ann Slibbe, Loy 1ah E. Aldinger
and Reemt R. Baumann

Although P.L. 94-142 does not mandate a specific role for counselors;
certain responsibilities of counselors may have implications relative to
Meeting the intent of that legislation. Therefore, the study rePOrted here

was carried out to determine the extent ofOhio counselor involvement in

the implementation of P.L. 94-142. A questionnaire was developed and
mailed to every schbol in Ohio that employed a counselor. According to

an analysis of survey results (72% return rate), elernentary school
counselors were most involved and high schribl/VOtatiOnal counselors

were least involved in working with handicapped students; their parents,
regular educators, and principals to facilitate mainstreaming and due
process. Respondents identified three areas which would enhance a
beginning counselor's ability to implement P.L. 94-142: an overview of

special education, information about the law; and lmowledge of
handicapping conditions.

As a result of P.L. 94-142, many students who previously had been segregated
because of their disability are now integrated into regular education environments

(SchiPper, 1981). The success n lostnictional and social integration has
depended in large measure or .., combination of parental support; preparation of both

handicapped and norihandicapped students for adjustment to mainstreamed

classrcioms, the accommodative power of regular education, and Organization of the
instructional delivery system (Zigmond & SariSOne, 1981). Despite the P:L: 94-142

mandate for an interdisciplinary approaCh to educational planning, instruction, and
evaluation and for collakiratitiO between parents and professionals in developing the
handiCapped student's educational plan, the Interactions among prOfessionals and

patents; If they occur; are not always successful (Allen-Meares & Pugach; 1982;

Schipper, 1981).

COUNSELORS AND P.L. 94.142

Although P.L. 94-142 does not mandate a specific role for counselors, some of the

responsibilities which counselors could, and probably do; perform in the

implementation of P.L. 94=142 ere directly related to their normal responsibilities in

the regular education environment These include 1) assisting students and their
parents with academic and vocational decisiOnS 2) consulting with students about
social adjustment problems, and 3) Communicating with parents, faculty, and
administratOri alibut students (Ohio Dept; of Educ., 1976, RanbOrn, 1983).

Along with their usual duties, counselors, becaUSe of their specialized training; can

also encouragesollaboration among professionals and parents in the development of
Individualized Education Plains (IEPs): Because counselors are trained in group
process, they can promote group effectiveness and group deciSian Making, flexible

communication patterns; cooperative problem solving, and the sharing of
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responsibilities among those who are charged with IEP development (Wheaton &
Vandergriff; 1978). They can train professionals to involve parents in the construction
of the IEP and can train parents to participate (Goldstein et al., 1980). Finally, if
serving as a permanent member of the IEP team, the counselor can advocate for the
child in the social and emotional areas (Filer; 1981) and can encourage parent
participation through directed questions and comments and through positive
reinforcement (Polifka. 1981).

As a conse...quence of their training and of their concern for the social, emotional,
and academic welfare of the students in their building. counselors could also be
involved with aspects of due process as mandated by P.L. 94-142. In addition to
recording counseling contacts with handicapped students, they might also explain
diagnostic results to professionals and parents, evaluate IEP accomplishments. and
maintain student records (Humes. 1982).

While counselor contributions to the implementation of P.L. 94-142 are potentially
quite extensive and varied, the extent of their involvement has not been documented.
Thus, a survey research study was carried out for the purpose of providing information
about the kinds of responsibilities Ohio counselors have assumed in this area the
amount of their time spent on such duties, ..,nd the kinds of training that would
enhance the ability of beginning counselors to implement P:L: 94-142: It was
anticipated that results would be of assistance to counselor trainers when making
decisions about both the preservice and inservice needs of counselors.

METHOD

The survey was designed to establish profiles of counselor involvement; if any in the
implementation of P.L. 94-142. It was believed that patterns of involvement might
vary according to such variables as district type, school type, school size, and
availability of a special education supervisor or case manager.

A questionnaire; "Counseling Responsibilities in Implementing P.L. 94-142;" was
mailed to every public school in Ohio which employed a counselor. In March, 1983,
the first mailing of 1,573 questionnaires was sent to 720 high schools, 513 junior
high/middle schools; 247 elementary schools; and 93 vocational/joint vocational
schools. A second mailing of 523 questionnaires followed in April, 1983.

The final questionnaire was the result of a development process consisting of in-
depth interviews and a pilot questionnaire. First, using the review of literature as a
foundation for questioning; in -depth interviews were conducted with five counselors
who were actively involved with the implementation of P.L. 94-142. The information
obtained from the interviews was then used as the basis for the development of a pilot
questionnaire. This questionnaire was sent to the counselors previously interviewed
and five additional counselors. The counselors who participated in the pilot
represented a variety of school and district types.

The final form of the questionnaire was divided into three major sections:
demographic variables._ present counselor roles and responsibilities in the
implementation of P.L. 94-142, and a ranking of information and skills important to
the implementation of P.L. 94-142.

Counselors were asked to describe themselves and their school district by answering
questions related to:

Type of school district (i.e., central city; small city; suburban city or town;
rural town or consolidated district.

Size of school district (i.e., K-12 ADM).2 8
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3. Level of primary counseling responsibility (i.e.; high school (HS); junior
high/middle school (JEI/MS), elementary school (ES), vocational/joint
vocational school (V/JVS), and high school and junior high /middle school
(HS and JH /MS).

Availability of a special education supervisor or case manager for the
school(s) they served.

5. Date of their counselor certification (i.e.; before or after 1978).

6. Degree of responsibility in implementing P.L. (ii-e.; none of their
time, up to a fifth of their time; more than a fifth of their time).

The second section of the questionnaire was divided into six subsections: The first
four subsections required counselors to respond to statements about their
responsibilities in the following areas: 1) counseling parents of handicapped students.
2) working with regular education faculty_to facilitate mainstreaming, 3) assisting
building principals in the implementation of P.L. 94-142, and 4) helping handicapped
students adjust to the mainstream. The remaining two subsections required counselors
to respond to statements about D their contributions to the Multidisciplinary Fearn
(placement and evaluation) and IEP meetings and 2) their role as a collaborator with

Multidisciplinary team (MDT) members.
The third section listed eleven information and skill areas which could enhariee

beginning counselor's ability to implement P.L. 94-142. Responding counselors were
instructed to rank the eleven areas from "1", the most important; to "11"; the least

important.

RESULTS

Of the 1,573 questionnaires mailed to Ohio schools with counselors; 1;140 (72%)

were returned. Those returned Included questionnaires which had not been completed
because of changes within the system or because of budget cutbacks which had
eliminated counselor positions. Ultimately, the analysis was built on 1,135 surveys:
The responses_were transferred to IBM scan sheets and were analyzed by a descriptive

Statistical Analysis System (SAS) computer program. The 150 (13%) surveys from
counselors who indicated that they had no responsibility in the implementation of P.L.
94-142 were eliminated from further analysis. Only the 985 (87%) surveys from
counselors who did assist in the implementation of P.L. 94-142 were used to
determine the profiles of involvement and the ranking of skill and information areas.

In establishing the profiles, the_ following criteria were set. If 34% Of more of the
counselors checked a particular function, that function was considered a counselor

responsibility. if 33% or fewer of the counselors indicated that they performed a
particular function; that counselor responsibility was considered not to be a part of the

counselor repertoire.
Demographic Variables. Information about the characteristics of counselors and

their schools was collected in order to determine whether or not different profiles of
responsibilities anciratingscould be distinguished at different levels of these variables.

The anal..gis identified only one of these variables as important, level of responsibility

(i.e; elementary, high school, junior high/middle school; vocational/joint vocational
school. high school and junior high/middle school). Relationshipsbetween profiles of

responsibilities and level of responsibility to three of the demographic variables (time

spent; availability of special education supervisor or case manager; and date of
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certification) may be of some interest and are, therefore, summarized briefly in this
section. The number of respondents differ because not all counselors marked every
variable.

Seven hundred thirty-five (82%) of the counselors spent 20% or less of their time
and 159 (18%) spent more than 20% of their time in the implementa;ion of P.L.
94-142. Notably. the large majority of HS counselors (86%) and V/JVS counselOrs
(87%) spent, at most, only 20% of their time in the implementation of P.L. 94-142. In
contrast. 54% of the ES counselors spent more than 20% of their time in the
implementation of P.L. 94-142.

Of the 8% counselors who responded to this queiion, 813 (91%) did have special
education supervisors or case managers available at.d 82 (9%) did not. Contrary to
expectations; counselors with no special education supervisory personnel available to
them did not generally assume more mainstreaming responsibilities or spend more
time in the implementation of P.L. 94-142 than counselors who did.

Eight hundred forty-four (91%) counselors were certified in 1978 or before. Eighty-
two (9%) of the respondents were certified after 1978,

As a group, counselors are involved in a wic'_ :ange of activities associated with P.L.
94-142. However, their duties vary somewhat according to their level of responsibility.

Counselors assisted the parents of handicapped students in_a variety of ways. They
helped parents find educational assistance or placement for their children. They also
provided information about adjustment to the mainstream, placement, and academic
progress. However, ES counselors did not provide parents with career information;
nor did V !JVS counselors_ discuss multifactored assessment information with parents.

Counselors indicated that they did assist regular education teachers in their
adjustment to the demands of P.L. 94-142. They helped teachers modify the
curriculum to accommodate the educational needs of handicapped students. They
explained and discussed the multifactored assessments. They initiated and coordinated
contacts between regular and special education teachers and shared counseling
techniques that regular teachers could use with mainstream: "d students. If appropriate,
they facilitated communication between teachers of different schools when transfers
and grade advances were made. In addition to these activities, ES counselors provided
inser,,ice education in the area of handicapping conditions and demonstrated
classi. -3m management techniques for regular teachers.

In assisting the building principal in the implementation of P.L. 94-142, counselors
served as the administration representative at IEP meetings; spoke as the "designee" of
the administration when meeting with parents of the handicapped, and verified
appropriate placement when a student transferred or was promoted to another
building. Only V/JVS counselors did not speak as the "designee" of the
administration when meeting with a hF.idicapped student or when meeting with
regular education faculty concerning a handicapped student.

Responses by counselors in this section of the questionnaire revealed that as a group
they provided academic counseling to handicapped students, and they held group
counseling sessions which included both handicapped and nonhandicapped.
Elementary school counselors also designed counseling sessions specifically for
handicapped students. i-.s might be expected, the ES counselors did not focus on
career counseling, a responsibility peformed by HS and V/JVS counselors. As a
reverse of this patten of involvement, ES counselors did provide information about
handicapping conditions to the nonhandicapped peer group; and HS and V/JVS
counselors did not.

Although all counselors attended both MDT and IEP meetings and all but V/JVS
counselors encouraged parent contributions at the IEP meetings, only ES counselors
and HS and JH/MS counselors chaired the MDT and IEP meetings. Interestingly, no
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counselors of any school type acted as spokesperson for the parents at the MDT
meeting.

For counselors in all school types, collaboration consisted of identifying and referring

mildly handicapped students for evaluation and conferring with the school

psychologist. It did not include the provision of group process training to team
members.

Ranking of Information and Skills. In ranking the skills which would enhance a
beginning counselor's ability to implement P.L. 94-142, practicing counselors
identified the following (in descending order) as the most important: 1) an overview of

special education, 2) information about P.L. 94 -142; and 3) a knowledge of
handicapping conditions. The skills which they identified as important were 1) use

of the computer to keep track of due process, 2) classroom management for specific
learning problems, 3) career information for the handicapped, and 4) group process
training to promote participation skills in placement and IEP decisions. Skills ranked in
the middle (not in rank order) were 1) knowledge about the tests most frequently
encountered in multifactored assessments. 2) techniques for working with the parents
of the handicapped, 3) techniques for counseling handicapped students, and 4)
consulting skills in working with professionals.

Although the rank order varied in some cases by school type, the counselors did
agree across school type on the three most important and the four least important
(classroom management and career information_ were almost identical in rankings)

skills necessary to enhance a beginning counselor's ability to implement P.L. 94-142.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The high rate of return for the questionnaire suggests that the issue of P.L. 94-142 is
Important to Ohio counselors. In particular, the range of differences among counselors

by school types is important. In most instances, a continuum of involvement,
determined by the percentage of counselors responding positively; could be discerned.

That continuum, ranging from heavy involvement to little involvement, generally

followed this pattern; ES, HS and JH/MS, HS, V/JVS. The pattern was reversed
only in the instances of providing career information to parents or handicapped
students. That responding counselors also ranked an overview of special education,
information about P.L. 94-142 and knowledge of handicapping conditions as areas
important to a beginning counselor indicates a definite need for preservice, i.nd
perhaps inservice training. The inservice training is particularly vital because so many
counselors were trained in or before 1978.

The results of this research study certainly provide support for the inclusion of
content related to P.L. 94-142 in counselor preparation programs. The results also

indicate a need for further research in several areas:
First, it would be interesting to find out whether the counselor duties selected for

inclusion in the questionnaire for this study, while derived from the literature, are all

actually relevant. For example, as the analysis showed, counselors did not speak for

parents at MDT meetings nor provide group process training to IEP or multidisciplinary

team members:
Second, since a vast majority of the elementary schools in Ohio (and perhaps in

other states) do not have counselors, it would be important to find out which personnel

in schools with no counselors are performing the functions listed on the questionnaire.
Elementary school principals could be surveyed in order to determine whether the
implementation of P.L. 94-142 is (or could be) facilitated by the presence of a school

counselor.
Finally, since Ohio elementary school counselors were more invovled than other
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types of counselor in the various duties required for successful implementation of P.L.
94-142. future research might try to determine the factors which prevent counselors in
secondary or vocational schools from performing these functions. In the case of the
vocational schools, it may be that duties related to P.L. 94-142 have low priority
because the numbers of mainstreamed students in these schools are low or because
certain responsibilities in this area are handled in the home high school. In the case of
secondary schools, it may be that counselors do not have the time to take on the
additional duties associated with due process; or, because of a lack of familiarity with
handicapping conditions and P.L. 94-142, they do not feel comfortable working with
handicapped students and their parents.

Answers to these questions must be found to ensure that P.L. 94-142 is successfully
implemented at the secondary, as well as the elementary level.
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The Irony of Modern School Reform

Joseph Watras

Although designed to rectify wrongs long- suffered by handicapped
children, P.L. 94-142 May have also increased the mechanical and
authorimrian nature of school life. Four factors are cited as contributing to
this effect: the image of school life the law called forth; the emphasis the
law placed on remedial iristruCtibri; the effort the law makes to open the
curriculum to all interested parties: and the mind set the law reinforced

among educators. It is this author's contention that these effects could
have been avoided had those whb supported and drafted the legislation

thought deeply about what comprises good education.

In 1975. Gerald Ford signed into law, The Education for all Handicapped Children
Act, Public LaW 94-142. This is the first law that clearly defines an instructional

Planning process. It may be the strongest example of the federal government's
intrusion into education. But the law is rarely discussed in this context. Such
acceptance of federal control may illustrate how quickly we are drifting towards a
centraliZed system of education. If this is the case, this law serves as an example to

demonstrate that the drift towards George Orwell's 1984 is propelled by good reasons

not bad ones.
P.L. 94:142 is a model Whereby effects of reformers' zeal can be analyzed. The laW

is aimed at redressing wrongs that supporters say long existed. But the law not Only
increased the federal government's control of education, it also increased the
authorization and mechanical nature of school life. This is ironic because the law was

supposed to reduce the barriers handicapped people experienced and Make SchOolS

responsive to the special needs of these children. These prObleMS occurred because

those who pushed for the legislation, as Well AS those who drafted it; had a limited set

of objectives. Had they paused to think deeply about the nature of a good educati6n,

the reforms they enacted may have been more beneficial.

THE NATURE OF THE REFORM MOVEMENT

Some writers have called The EdbCatioh for All Handicapped Children Act the

culmination of a quiet revolution (Abeson & &he]; 1977). They applied this name in

recognition of the pressure which, they say, a minority of parents and special
educators exerted to get the law. Other authOrS have noted that the model of
educational planning underlYing the law is the product of several legal decisions
(Sarason & Doris, 1978). This model; they note. was made popular by a growing

body of literature published by educators.
The reforms these parents and SPecial educators wanted were simple and fair. They

wanted to end excessive segregation of handicapped children. Special education

CIASSeS, they said were often rooms to which administrators sent children who caused

problems. Parents contended that the children were never expected to leave this

setting and never received adequate training. In place of this callous treatment, parents

and special educators asked for considered identification and evaluation of

handicapped children. In the past, One test, such as an I.Q. test; may have been all
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that was necessary to qualify a child for a program. Unfortunately, the test may not
have helped anyone understand why the child was no doing well in school. What was
needed; said the parents and special educators were multiple tests administered and
evaluated by teams of professionals. Instead of isolation, the parents and educators
wanted remedial education designed to reduce the child's handicap.

A part of this reform movement, which should have raised more controversy than it
did, called for similar attention to those children that did not 'lave obvious disabilities as
for those who clearly suffered impairment. That is, ostensibly normal children who
seem to have trouble in school might also be classified as handicapped. However, their
conditions were described with vague terms such as dyslexia; minimal brain
dysfunction or learning disability. These terms imply that the child in question has a
brain disorder although there is no evidence that such is the case.

The rapid rise in popular use of these terms led some to conclude they were
witnessing a fad: Critics argued that people seemed attracted to these words more
strongly than was warranted by the success of the programs designed to cure these ills.
Furthermore, the critics often asserted that complex language disguised simplistic
answers to difficult problems (Schrag & Divoky; 1975):

Simplistic or not, the parents and special educators who pushed for Public Law
94-142 seemed to think it was better to do something to help these apparently normal
children in an orderk: rational way than it was to do nothing at all. This is the attitude
that was cast into the law. (U.S. Congress; 1975).

THE NATURE OF THE ACT

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act requires that an individual
education plan be formulated for each child identified as having an educationally
handicapping condition. The law asks that, when a parent or teacher suspects a child
may be suffering from a handicap that impairs his or her school progress, the school
district send the child to qualified diagnosticians to help determine the cause of the
child's problems: The intent of this requirement is to ensure that no one test will be the
basis of a diagnosis or educational prescription. Though the law is interpreted
somewhat differently in different states, in general the process goes as follows: Once
the tests are completed, the teacher or special teacher, the parents, some school
administrators such as school psychologist or curriculum supervisor or principal, sit
down together and agree upon an educational plan for the child. The child may in
some cases, attend this meeting. This plan specifies the remedial work that the team
believes the child needs to develop his abilities and, possibly, to catch up to his age
mates. The plan states the yearly goals and short term objectives for the child in words
that suggest how to measure achievement.

The law, then, spells out what process school people should follow to determine
how to help handicapped children. It tried to institute fairness by asking that the
meeting be conducted in language all participants understand. And it set up quasi-legal
procedures for appeal if anyone attending the conference felt their ideas were not
adequately represented in the final plan.

In some ways the strength of the law is that it avoids the thorny issue of what should
be aught to children and how that should be taught. These decisions are to be made
by the team for each individual child. The law does say that curriculum decisions are
not to be made solely by the professionals. Parents are to have more direct control than
they had through the election of school board members. Nonetheless, this apparent
democratization of school decisions disguised a tendency of the law to make school life
more authoritarian and mechancial.
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THE NATURE OF THE ACT'S EFFECT

This authoritarian and mechanistic tendency becomes evident in the image the law
calls forth. Some educators say the Act mandates mainstreaming of all handicapped
children. This is a mi:concepti, Rather the law asks that the child receive special
instruction or remediation in such a way that he may return to normal classes as soon
as possible. The image that such a plea calls to mind is therefore one of the school as a
factory in which the child is removed from the normal progression of classes in the
same way that a quality controller may remove a component from an assembly line in
order to make some adjustments on it before the component proceeds down the
conveyor belt.

The tendency towards authoritarian and mechanical instruction also comes out in
the emphasis the law places on remediation. A danger of any program of remedial
instruction is that the subject matter will app 2r to be something fixed and separate
from the interests of the child. For example, ref ledial reading can easily devolve into a
program of drill and instruction in which the ch 'd receives training in skills he has not
mastered. But in such a setting, the child may come to see reading as something one
does under direction or achieve certain prescribed ends. A program of remedial
instruction could lead a child to read only to do those chores people do every day. It
may not lead him to think things could be organized differently.

The tendency for authoritarian and mechanical instruction also comes out in the
attempt of the law to allow all interested parties an equal voice in planning a program
appropriate for the child. This means the educational program that comes from a
placement team could be a patchwork of concerns rather than an integrated plan based

on the child's interests. For example, the team may decide a child needs to learn to
sound out initial consonants; to tie his shoes, to tell time more accurately, and to avoid
violent confrontations. Though these are important skills to master, they are not the

basis for the development of an independent yet human individual. Since they may be
imposed on the child rather than allowed to arise out of the careful pursuit of a series of

activities the child wants to pursue, the student may never learn why these activities are
important. Consequently, the child may not develop what we call responsible

independence.
The irony behind this method of planning is that while it appears to fit the needs of

the individual, it may direct the child to learn those things the different team members
think the child needs to fit Into society. This can be a sort of tyranny of the majority. If

the child is to learn to be self-reliant, he or she should learn to follow his interests to

where they lead him or her. The trick is to remain cooperative and sensitive of other
people's needs. This is no small task. The law sidesteps this dilemma. Unfortunately,
by not addressing the problem, the law may make it harder for educators to distinguish

between teaching a child to be submissive or teaching one to be cooperative.
A colleague of mine says the problems could be remedied by asking for a

philosopher of education to be included as one of the team members. He _feels that

such a professional could ensure that whatever plan comes from the conference is
integrated around the interests of the child. My friend thinks that this phik.,:opher will

take care the plan avoids excessive drill and repetition: He also believes that a
philosopher of education will remind everyone to allow all the teachers to integ ate the
objectives around activities that interest the child. My colleag le also says that a
philosopher will shOw how many of the dilemmas can be avoided by focusing on
generic abilities like problem solving rather than specific skills like number facts. My
friend may be right. But i fear the problem is wider than who is included and who is left

off the team.
The problem with the law is the orientation it encourages school people to take. It

reinforces what I call the pathological mind-set. That is, the law asks us to look at what
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is wrong and to try to cure it in the same way a physician may cure a disease. Such an
outlook is dangerous for three reasons.

First, when applied to children. it seems to make one think that the cause of school
failures is exclusively in the child. Such an outlook prevents teachers from thinking of
ways to organize the curriculum around the child's interest. Instead, they seek ways to
make the information accessible to the child. This represents a mechanical and
authoritarian view of teaching.

Second, the pathological mind-set prevents a teacher from adopting a democratic
perspective because it leads the teacher to focus on the weaknesses of the child. In
order to construct a curriculum that is democratic. the teacher must focus on the
strengths of the children. Children seem to have a natural desire to share things.
Cooperation is the basic principle of any democratic order. If teachers try to build on
that instinct, they can construct a harmonious community in their classrooms that the
students may imitate later in life. The students may learn to cooperate because each
will do as he or she wishes and thereby help the class achieve a common goal. At the
same time, they will learn how acclemic subjects have practical derivations and
applications. Classrooms that use extended projects combined with field trips and
culminate in some series of events may follow this idea. However, when teachers look
at school problems pathologically. they tend to focus on trying to rectify weaknesses
they see the child as having. Such a focus encourages them to divide and separate the
curriculum rather than integrate it.

The third reason the pathological mind-set is dangerous is that it prevents teachers
from making needed institutional changes. In this regard, The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act represents a missed opportunity. The fact that schools
historically have not met the needs of these children could have been seen as a
symptom of excessive separation and control in school life. Here was a chance for
educators and parents to say how a good education could be formed around the
activities that interest a child. Instead, the law furthered the tendency of schools to
separate academic subjects from each other and from any practical application. The
individual educational plans the placement team makes are used by special teachers to
prepare the child for entrance into the regular progression of subjects. As a result. the
law seems to extend the artifical division of academic performance that drains
classrooms of vitality and interest.

It is here that our arguments come full circle. Social critics have long complained that
modern life is alienating. By this they mean that people are separated from each other
and theft work. Few people today seem to be able to carry a process through to its
conclusion as craftspeople or farmers once did. They work in offices or factories in
which they have only a sketchy idea of the aim of the institution. They are responsible
for one small part. They ignore the rest of the work. Consequently, they do not seem
to understand, except in a rudimentary way, how people doing a variety of jobs help
each other. Their jobs seem boring. They feel bereft of purpose. They yearn for
directions. Social psychologists tell us that these are the conditions that breed prejudice
and mass movements that culminate in totalitarianism. If it is true that fragmentation of
work and social life breeds attitudes that cause prejudice and discrimination, the
greatest irony of all may he that the Public Law 94-142 could increase the obstacles
handicapped people face. They may happen if the law encourages school people to
perpetuate those conditions of life that lead to prejudice.

THE CHALLENGE FOR THE FUTURE

Despite all this. we cannot call for the repeal of Public Law 94-142: It is popular. The
Reagan administration recently announced that it wanted to change some aspects of
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the law. This suggestion was met with such furor that the U.S. Department of
Education withdrew the proposed amendments Perhaps this is good. It means we
cannot forget the needs of handicapped children. But let us use this sympathy for the
good of all.

We ShOuld think more deeply about what education should be: If we approach
schools trying to correct minor flaws; we will never have a good curriculum. We will be
doing the same things we have always done in a quicker and easier fashion. The task
of discovering what schools should do is not as compliczted as it sounds. One step in
this direction is simple and easy. We should go back to the writings of people who
thought about the problems of democracy and a good life. These people include John
Dewey, W.E.B. Dubois, and Martin Buber. These people can give us the insights
necessary to face the intncasies of the problem.

Most important, if we read the books these people have left us, we need not worry
about including the advice of a philosopher along with that of other experts on a
placement team. We will be able to make decisions for ourselves. That is what the aim
of a good education should
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